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ABSTRACT 
Let G be a simple algebraic group, and P its parabolic subgroup whose unipotent radical Ii is 
commutative. We construct desingularizations of the closures of the P-orbits in G/P, which in the 
same time give desingularizations of the orbit closures of the prehomogeneous vector space (P/U, 
adjoint, v). Our construction is based on a formal argument concerning Coxeter systems and BN- 
pairs. As an application, we calculate the Frobenius traces of the intersection cohomology com- 
plexes of these orbit closures. Then using it, we study certain character sums associated to the above 
prehomogeneous vector spaces. 
I. MAIN RESULTS 
In [4], we have developed Intersection Cohomology Method in the theory of 
prehomogeneous vector spaces, taking up as an example the space of square 
matrices. In particular, we have shown that this method is effective to study 
certain character sums associated to the prehomogeneous vector space. In the 
present paper, we take up prehomogeneous vector spaces of commutative 
parabolic type, and show that the same method works in these cases as well. As 
we have seen in [4], the crux of the argument is the study of intersection coho- 
mology complexes. For the example taken up in [4], a small resolution of every 
orbit closure exists. This fact makes it very easy to study the intersection co- 
homology complexes. But for the examples studied here, the small resolutions 
are not available any more. Instead, we study them via an explicit desingular- 
ization of every orbit closure. 
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1.1. Parabolic subgroups with commutative unipotent radical. Let G be a sim- 
ple algebraic group, B its Bore1 subgroup, T a maximal torus contained in B, 
W the Weyl group, and {Q}~~ s (S = { 1, 2, . . . , l}) the reflections correspond- 
ing to the simple roots {cQ}~~~. We assume that these are defined over a fixed 
field k, and we identify these with the sets of k-rational points, where &is a fixed 
algebraic closure of k. We follow [2] for the numbering of the simple roots. For 
Z c S, let WI be the Weyl subgroup generated by {Si}iE ,, WI the longest element 
of WI, and PI := B WrB the parabolic subgroup corresponding to I. We assume 
that the unipotent radical U of PI is commutative. Such PI’S are intimately re- 
lated with the Hermitian symmetric spaces (more precisely, every irreducible 
compact Hermitian symmetric space can be obtained as G/PI with such PI and 
with k = Cl), and also related with the Jordan algebras. They are classified as 
follows. 
Table 1. 
(0, 9 
(E6, 1) 
(E7, 7) 
I’- 1 F- 1 
; 
/ \ 
. . . -._rJ_*-...-e (1 _< Z’ _< Z”) 
(Here PI for the case (X, is) is the maximal parabolic subgroup corresponding 
to the white node labeled by io. Since (A~J++I,Z’) N (Al~++t,l”), (DI,/) N 
(D/,1 - 1) and (&,I> N (E6,6), we omit the types (A~~+r~~_i, Z”), (Dl, 1 - 1) and 
(&, 6) from our consideration.) 
1.2. PI-Orbits in G/PI. Let J(Z) (c 2s) be the family consisting of 4 and 
subsets .Z c S satisfying the following two conditions. 
(1) ( WJ, J) is an irreducible Coxeter system, and 
(2) WJ(&,) = -Qo, h w ere io is the unique element of S \ I. 
Then {WJ I J E J(I)} is a complete system of PI-orbit representatives in G/PI 
(Cf. [9, Theorem 1.2, (b)]. Note that the orbit representatives {ws}, given there 
are different from ours in general.) We list J E J(Z) in Table 2. 
In the second column, {a, . , 6) means {x E Z ( a 5 x 5 b}. According to 
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Table 2. 
I 
(AP,P-I, I’) 
(I’ 5 /“) 
(B/, 1) 
CC/, 0 
(0, 1) 
(0, 1) 
(E6, 1) 
(E7, 7) 
J 
J(0) := c+4 
J(i) := {l’ - i + 1, 
(O<iS/') 
J(0) := $4 
J(1) := (1) 
J(2) := s 
J(0) :=4 
J(i) := {I-i+ 1, 
(O<l 5 /) 
J(0) := $5 
f(l) := {I} 
J(2) := s 
J(0) := q5 
J(i) := {I - 2i + 1 
(O<Zi5/) 
J(0) := 4 
J(1) := {l} 
J(2) := S \ (6) 
J(0) := l#l 
J(1) := (7) 
J(2) := s\ {I} 
J(3) :=s 
dim PIwJPI/Pl 
0 
1’ + i - 1) i(P + I” - i) 
0 
21 - 2 
21- 1 
0 
11 il- (;) 
0 
21 - 3 
21- 2 
0 
1’1 2i(l-2i)+(9 
0 
11 
16 
0 
17 
26 
27 
the rule (l), we should have taken {I} instead of {I - 1, I} as J( 1) in the (Dl, I)- 
case. But to simplify the exposition, we adopt this anomaly. For J E J(I), put 
(3) L := {i E S ) SiWJWJnIWI < WJWJnlWI} 
(Here 5 denotes the Bruhat order such that SW < w if and only if Z(sw) < l(w) 
for s E S and w E W, where 1( ) denotes the length.) Let 8.J denote the totality 
of i E S \ J which are adjacent to J if J # 4. If J = $, put a./ = {ia}. Then L 
can be described explicitly as 
(4) L=S\dJ. 
The following picture will be of some help to understand the subsequent argu- 
ment. For example, the first line is a rough sketch of the diagram (AI!+ I”-~, I’) 
in Table 1. 
I= 0 
J= o 0 
L=---0 0 
Using these subsets I, J, L c S, we can now state our main result. 
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1.3. Theorem. 
(1) Bw.JwJolw[B = P&. 
(2) BwZWL~ZWJWJ~ZWZB = PZWJPZ. 
(3) The morphism 
r.l : PI xP~.n, (PLPZ/pZ) + pZwJPI/pt, (4 YPZ) ++ XYPZ, 
gives a desingularization of the right member. 
(4) The PI-orbits of both members of(3) are in one-to-one correspondence via TJ. 
More precisely, the complete set of the PI-representatives for the left (resp. right) 
member is given by { (1, wJ, PZ)}J, (resp. {wJ, PI},~), where J1 runs over the set 
{JI E J(I) I Jl c J}. 
(In general, if a group H acts on X and Y from right and left, respectively, 
then X XHY denotes the quotient of X x Y with respect o the H-action defined 
by h . (x, y) = (xh-I, hy) for h E H, x E X and y E Y.) The above de- 
singularization is motivated by [lo, p.453, II. 4-91, where the same desingular- 
ization is constructed for two cases (Ci, 1) and (D,, I). 
1.4. Prehomogeneous vector spaces. Let Pf be the parabolic subgroup which 
contains Tand such that Gr := PI n Pf is a common Levi subgroup of PI and 
Pf. Let U’ be the unipotent radical of Pf. Then 
(1) the natural morphism U’ -+ G/PI is an open imbedding, 
(2) it induces a bijection {ad(GI)-orbits in U’} + {PI-orbits in G/PI}, and 
(3) (ad(Gz), u’) is an irreducible reduced prehomogeneous vector space. 
Cf. [ll]. 
(As for (2) and (3), we should exclude the cases (BI, 1) and (Cl, /) when the 
characteristic of the base field is 2.) Hence (1.3) gives desingularizations of the 
orbit closures of the prehomogeneous vector space (ad(Gr), U’) as well. For 
the sake of convenience, we describe explicitly the inverse images of PZwJPZ/PZ 
in ZJ’, i.e., the orbit closures of (ad(GI), U’). 
(&+,~r, I’) : {x E M,t,[/t(k) ( rank(x) 5 i}. 
(& 1) and (0, 1) : (01, and {Q(X) = 0) (here Q(x) is the non-degenerate 
quadratic form used to define the orthogonal group), and the whole space. 
(Cl, 1) : {x E M,(k) 1 x =‘x, rank(x) 5 i} 
(01, I) : {x E Ml(k) 1 x = -Ix, rank(x) 5 2i). 
In the case (Eb, 1) (resp. (ET, 7)), we may identify (ad(L), U’) with the half- 
spin representation of Spinlo xk” (resp. the natural representation of 
E6 xk” on the Jordan algebra of dimension 27), up to the effective kernel. 
Using “w c PZWJ,PZ ej J1 c J2”, we can see the explicit form of the 
orbits from [6, Prop. 2 in p. loll] (resp. [7, $61). 
1.5. Intersection cohomology complexes. In $3, using (1.3) and assuming k is a 
finite field IF,, we give formulae for the Frobenius traces 
(-1) dim “X,(x) := c (-l)i tr(Frob,, H’(&[dim OJ]),), x E (GIPz)(W 
i 
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of the intersection cohomology complexes &[dim OJ] of the closures of the PI- 
orbits OJ in G/PI Here Frob, denotes the geometric Frobenius over IF,. See 
(3.5) for the explicit form of XJ. 
1.6. Fourier transform. Applying the methods of [4], we determine in 54 the 
Fourier transform of XJJU~ except for the two cases (BI, 1) and (Cl, l), where 
U’ is the prehomogeneous vector space associated to PI, cf. (1.4). I want to 
discuss these excluded cases elsewhere. 
2. PROOF OF (1.3) 
2.1. Review. For I, J c S, let (WI \ WJ WJ), (resp. (WI \ WJ W.J)/) be the set 
of the shortest (resp. the longest) representatives of WI \ W/ WJ. Put 
(WI \ W), := (WI \ W/W,), etc. Let l(w) denote the length of w E W. Then 
(1) wf = e 
(2) for an; i E Z, wI(ai) = -air with some i’ E I, 
(3) for w E WI, I(ww~) = l(w,w) = Z(WI) - l(w), 
(4) for w’ E (W/WI), and w E WI, l(w’w) = l(w’) + I(w), 
(5) for w’ E (W/WI), and w E WI, Z(w’w) = f(w’) - Z(w), 
(6) w E (W/WI), if and only if W(ai) > 0 for all i E I, 
(7) w E ( W/ Wf), if and only if WWI E ( W/ Wf),, 
(8) dim BwB=dim B+ l(w), 
-- 
(9) for W c (WI \ w/wJ),, BwB = PfwPJ. 
See [2]. We use these facts constantly, sometimes tacitly. For a root 
(Y = CiEs ci ai, its support is defined to be s~pp(a) := {i E S ( ci # 0). 
2.2. Lemma. (1) For each i E Z fl J, wJ(ai) = -Qit with some i’ E Z n J. 
(2) WJWInJ = WlnJWJ. 
(3) For each i E Z n L, wJ(Lyi) = E(Yil and UjfnJ(Qi) = E(Yift with some E = fl 
and i’, i” E Z fl L. (Zn both places, E is the same.) 
(4) W.rWmL = WlrlLWJ. 
Proof. We can show the implications (1.2, (2)) + (1) 3 (2) and 
(1.2, (4)) * (3) * (4). 0 
2.3. Lemma. (1) .Z c L. 
Now assume thai (aJ \ { io} =} Z \ L # 4. 
(2) ({io} =I S\Z c J and Z\ L = dJ. 
(3) For il E Z \ L, let 6 be the highest root in the root system generated by 
{ CQ ( k = il or k E J}, and q, the coeficient of ai, in 15. Then ni, = 1 or 2, and 
WJ(Ci!i,) = ? 
{- 
if n;, = 1 f 
Cl- (Ii, if ni, = 2. 
In particular, supp(w~(oi,)) 3 S \ Z (i.e., 3 io). 
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Proof. (1) follows from (1.2, (4)) (2) follows from (1.2, (2)). A case study shows 
the part of (3) concerning the value of ni,. By (l), the coefficient of cq in wJ(oi,) 
is 1. For eachj E J, we = -cyif with somej’ E .Z, and hence wJ(ai,) + q = 
wJ(ai, - ojt) is not a root. These two facts yield the remaining part of (3). 0 
2.4. Lemma. WJWJ~IWI E ( WL \ W/WI),. 
Proof. It suffices to show that WJWJ”~ E (W/WI),. We use (2.1, (6)). For 
i E Z fl J, wJwJ”l(ayi) is a SiIIIple root by (2.1, (2)). For i E Z \ J, wJ”[(ai) is a 
positive root whose SUppOrt contains i $ J. Hence wJwJnl(ai) > 0. 0 
2.5. Lemma. WIWL~[WJWJ~IWI E (WI \ W/WI), 
Proof. It suffices to prove the following two assertions. 
(1) For every i E Z, WIWLfl,WJWJn,(ai) > 0. 
(2) For every i E Z, WIWJ~IWJWL~[(CI~) > 0. 
2.5.1. Proof of (I). 
2.5.1.1. Assume that i E Zfl J.ThenwJwJ”~(ai) = Cyj withsome j E J C L. If 
j E In L, then wIwLnl(oj) is a simple root. If j E L \ I, then w~wLn~(~j) > 0. 
2.5.1.2. Assume that i E Z \ J. Then (Y := WJWJ”~(C~‘~) = ai + cjEJ 4oLj with 
some dj E Zanda > 0. If wL,,l(cr) < 0, then supp(w~,-,~(o)) c L n Z and hence 
wlwLcI~(o) > 0. Therefore it suffices to show that 
(3) WL”I(~) > 0, and 
(4) WWL”l(Q) < 0 
do not hold in the same time. Assume the contrary. By (4), supp(cu) c I, i.e., 
(y= ffi+CjcJn! 1 1’ da. By (3), supp(a) q! L. By (2.3, (l)), this means that i $ L, 
i.e., i E Z \ L. By (2.3, (3)), supp(wJ(ai)) > S \ I. Hence 
WIWL”I(~) = wIwL”IwJ”IwJ(%) by (2.2, (2)) 
> 0 since wJ(ai) > 0 and supp(wJ(~i)) (#. Z. 
This contradicts (4). 
2.5.2. Proof of (2). 
2.5.2.1. Assume that i E L fl I. By (2.1, (2)), wLn,(ai) = fail with some 
i’ E LnZ. Hence by (2.2, (3)), wJwLn[((Yi) = ECYj with some E = fl and 
j E Z n L. If j E Z n J, then E = fl by (2.3, (l)), and hence wfwJnl(aj) is a 
simple root by (2.1, (2)). Ifj E Z n L \ J, then E = -1 and w~wJ~,(-oj) > 0. 
2.5.2.2. Assume that i E Z \ L. Then wInJw,nL(Ck’i) = Oi + CkclnL ekak with 
some ek E Z, whose support contains i and hence is not contained in J by 
(2.3, (1)). Hence wJwl”Jwl”L(ai) > 0. If supp(wJwI”Jw[“L(cXi)) C I, then by 
(2.2, (2)) and (2.2, (4)), supp(wJ((Yi)) c I, which contradicts (2.3, (3)). Hence 
Supp(wJ”I~JwL”I(~i)) $ Z by (2.2, (2)) and (2.2, (4)), and we get (2). 0 
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2.6. Proof of (1.3). 
2.6.1. Proof of (1.3, (I)). By (2.4) and (2.1, (9)), the left member of (1.3, (1)) is 
PL~~~~nl~~PI, which is equal to PLP, by (2.3, (1)). Since PLPI/PI N PL/P~“I 
is a projective variety, PLP, (c G) is closed, and we get the result. 
2.6.2. (1.3, (2)) follows from (2.5) and (2.1, (9)). 
2.6.3. Proof of (1.3, (3)). It is easy to see that both members are projective 
varieties and the left one is non-singular. In PI XP,,,~ PLPI, we have 
B(~w~nr, wJwJnZwI)PI =(Bw'Ln~r WJ&) = (Bww~nr, PL~~WJPI) 
= (BwIPL~I, PLnIwJwJrVwIPI) 3 (BwB, BwJWJ~IWIB). 
(The second equality follows from the following three facts. 
(1) If supp(a) c L n I, then ~upp(wJa) C Z by (2.2, (3)). 
(2) If a > 0 and io 4 supp(o) q L f~ Z (= L \ {io}), then supp(cu) f~ dJ # 4 by 
(1.2, (4)), and hence we > 0. 
(3) if (Y > 0 and io E supp(a), then WIWLol(QiO) > 0. 
In fact, from these facts, we can see that all the root subspaces of Lie(PL,I) are 
absorbed by B or PI.) 
Hence the B-orbit of 
(wIwL"~,wJwJ"~w~) E PI XPL", (PLPIIPI) 
is open by (1.3, (1)) and (2.1, (9)), and its image in PIW.JPI/PI is also open by 
(1.3, (2)). Hence it suffices to show the isotropy subgroups of B at both points 
are the same. As is easily seen, both isotropy subgroups contain the maximal 
torus T, and hence are the semidirect products of Tand some unipotent sub- 
groups. In particular, both are connected. Hence it suffices to prove the coin- 
cidence of the dimension, i.e., it suffices to show that 
(4) dim PI xpLn, (PLP~/PI) = dim PIwJPI/PI. 
The left member of (4) is equal to 
(5) l(W) - ~(wL"r)+~(wJwJ"Iw) - qw), 
by (1.3, (1)). Cf. (2.1, (8) and (9)) and (2.4). The right member is equal to 
(6) ~(wwLrlrwJwJ"fw) -qw), 
by (1.3, (2)). Cf. (2.1, (8) and (9)) and (2.5). By (2.1, (4)), (2.1, (7)) and (2.5), 
(6) is equal to 
(7) l(W) + qwLnlwJwJ"rw) - l(w). 
By the definition of L, by (2.4), and by (2.1, (5)), (7) is equal to (5). Thus we get 
(1.3, (3)). 
2.6.4. Proof of (1.3, (4)). The PI-orbits of the left member of (1.3, (3)) are 
naturally in one-to-one correspondence with the PL”l-orbits of PLPI/PI = 
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Pt/PLnI. Since PL/PL”[ is also “an irreducible compact Hermitian symmetric 
space”, we can see that the orbit representatives are given by 
{WJ, ( J1 c J, J1 E J(Z)}. (Note that PL/PL~I = PJ/P.I”I. Cf. the picture in 
(1.2).) Since the same set gives the PI-orbit representatives of the right member 
of (1.3, (3)), weget (1.3, (4)). q 
3. INTERSECTION COHOMOLOGY COMPLEXES 
In this section, we take a finite field [F, as the base field, and determine the 
Frobenius trace of the intersection cohomology complex of every PI-orbit clo- 
sure in G/P*. We keep the notation of 81 and §2. 
3.1. Lemma. 
(1) WJwJnr = WJfl1W.t E (WI \ W/WI),. 
(2) (wJ”,wJ)z(w./rl,wJ) -l f-l I = I n L. 
(3) (~~~00) W1(~Jnl~J) -’ n WI = WInL. 
(4) Every element w E WIWJ WI can be uniquely expressedas w= w’(wJnIwJ)w” 
with w’ E (WI/ WI~L),~ and w” E WI. 
(5) Zfw is expressedas in (4), then l(wv) = Z(w’) + l(w~wJ~~) + Z(w”). 
Proof. (1) By (2.4) and (2.1, (7)), WJWJ,V E (W/WI),. BY (2.1, (11) and (2.2, 
(2)), WJWJnl is an involution. Hence we get the result. 
(2) For i E Z\ L, supp(w.~~~w~(cu;)) 1 S\ Z by (2.3, (3)), and hence 
(WJ”lWJ)Si(WJnIWJ) -’ $! I. Therefore (wJnlwJ)Z(wJnlwJ) -’ n Z = Z n L by 
(2.2, (3)). 
(3) follows from (2) and [12, lemma 21. 
(4) Consider the isotropy subgroup of WI at WJwJnI WI E W~WJ Wf/ WI, and 
use (3). 
(5) If w” = e, then (5) follows from (1). Hence it suffices to show that 
W’WJWJnl(Qi) > 0 for all i E Z and for all w’ E (WI/ WI,L),. First, if i E Z n J, 
then wJw_/nI(oi) = cyi/ with some i’ E Zn.Zby(2.2, (l)).SinceJnZcLnzby 
(2.3, (l)), w’(oif) > 0. S econd, if i E Z \ L, then wJ(ai) > 0 and its support 
contains S \ Z by (2.3, (3)). Hence W’wJnlwJ(ai) > 0. Last, assume that 
i E Z n L \ .I. By (1.2, (4)), no (j, k) E J x (L \ J) is an edge of the Dynkin 
diagram of (W, S). Hence w’wJwJnf(ai) = W’(cYi) > 0. 0 
3.2. Poincark polynomial. For a subset X of W, put f(t, X) := CxEX t’(“). In 
the remainder of this section, we assume that G, B, Tand PI in $1 are defined 
over a finite field IF,. Let Fbe the automorphism of Winduced by the Frobenius 
endomorphism of G. Then Fis given by the symmetry of the diagram in Table 1; 
Fis trivial except for the two cases (&_i, I) and (01, I), and in these two cases 
F is of order I 2. If the order is 2, we refer to these cases as ( 2A21_t, I) and 
( 2D~, 1). For an algebraic variety X over IF,, let 1x1 denote the cardinality of 
X(lF,). Thus (BwB(/IB( = q Kw) for w E WF, where the superscript Fmeans the 
set of F-fixed points. Hence 
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(1) lPw4 =f(4, WI7 =: fr. 
We callf(t, WI’) the Poincare polynomial of WF. Since fs = ]G]/]Z?], we can 
find the explicit form offs from that of ]G(, which is well-known. 
3.3. Direct image MJ := R(TJ),~. (See (1.3, (3)) for KJ.) Put OJ, := 
P~wJ, PI/PI for (51 E J’(Z) 1 .I1 C J}, and eJ, : = wJ,P1 E OJ,. In this para- 
graph, we determine the values of the Frobenius trace 
- 
(1) ~J(x) = pJ(q, x) := tr(Frob,, (NJ),), forx E OK, 
where Frob, denotes the geometric Frobenius over [F,, and tr(-, -) = 
xi (-1)’ tr(-, Hi(-)). S’ ince pJ is constant on each P@,)-orbit, it SUffiCeS to 
determine the values of pJ(eJ,) for all (51 E J(Z) ) J1 C .Z}. (In fact it is easy to 
see that every cohomology sheaf of MJ is locally constant on each PI-orbit OJ, , 
and constant on the dense B-orbit in OJ,. Hence it is constant on OJ, .) Put 
L, := S \ &I,. (Cf. (1.2).) Then (3.1) yields 
(2) lP,WJ, PIIIIBJ = “t-(4, (WI/ WI”L, ).vF>q”“J1 wJJlnr9”(q, w,“. 
From (3.2, (1)) and (2), we get 
(3) IP~wJ,&/P,I = j&-,',, q'("J' -'). 
Here, replace S (resp. Z) with L (resp. L n I), and put L2 := L \ dJ1 = 
S \ (8.l u dJ1). Then we get, in place of (3), 
(4) IPLnIwJ,PL"rlPLnrl = fLnrf&r"L,4'(WJ~ WJlnLni). 
Since the natural isomorphism PL/PL~, --f PLPI/PI induces an isomorphism 
PL~IWJ,PL~I/PL~I -+ PL~I~J,PIIPI, (4)yields 
(5) I”_?(p,“$p1/p1)~ = lp1 XP,<n, PL"IwJ,PI/PII = hf&,q'(WJIWJ'ni). 
(The first equality follows from (1.3, (4)). Besides we have used L n Z fl LZ = 
L2 n Z and J1 n L n Z = J1 n Z.) By (3) and (5), we get 
(6) .fL,nI w(q, 0,) = bJ’(e.r, )I = - = f(41 s \ (8Jl u {io))) 
fL?flI f(4, s\ (8JU 8JlU Go))) 
(See (1.2) for d.Z. Recall that Z = S \ {io}.) In particular, we can see that 
pJ(q, eJ,) is a polynomial in q. For an actual calculation, it is convenient to 
modify this polynomial as 
(7) t-dimoJ~J(t2~ CJ,) :h;r;iieandJi E J(Z), 
0, 3 
3.4. Intersection cohomology complex CJ[dim OJ] on 0~. Let LJ[dim OJ] be the 
simple perverse sheaf on c = P~wJP,/P, such that LJ 1 oJ = a (We follow [l] 
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for the dimension shift.) In this paragraph, we determine the values of the 
Frobenius traces 
(1) X,(x) = XJ(q, x) := tr(Frob,, (LJ)%) forx E &(lF,). 
As in (3.3), it suffices to calculate the values at e.~, for {Jr E g(I) 1 JI c J}. 
First let us explain how to calculate Xr(e~,). We can see that $(e~,) = 1 if 
Jt = 4, and = 0 otherwise. So, assume that XK (K ; J) are already calculated. If 
the vanishing 
(2).l, H’(MJ[dim OJ]] oJ,) = 0 for i 2 -dim OJ, 
of cohomology sheaves occurs for all Ji $ J, then MJ[dim OJ] = L:J[dim OJ]. 
(Note that MJ 10, = a.) If (2),, is not satisfied for some Jr ; J, take the lar- 
gest one among such Jr. If H- dimo~l+i(M~[dim OJ]] oJ, ) # 0 with some i > 0, 
then M~[dim 0.~1 contains LJ, [dim OJ, + i] and LJ, [dim OJ, - i] as direct sum- 
mands with the same multiplicity. (Note that M~[dim 0.~1 is self-dual with re- 
spect to the Verdier duality. Note also that M~[dim OJ] is a direct sum of simple 
perverse sheaves with shifts. Cf. [l].) Subtract all such summands, and replace 
MJ[dim OJ] by the remainder. Since the remainder is also self-dual, we can re- 
peat the same argument with a smaller Ji as far as (2),, is not satisfied for some 
Jt . Thus we get the desired description of MJ[dim OJ] as a direct sum of LJ, ‘s 
with shifts, after a finite number of repetitions. 
Reformulating the above procedure, we obtain the following characteriza- 
tion (3) - (5) of XJ, by which we can calculate the values of XJ. (The result of 
the calculation is listed in the next paragraph.) 
(3) XJ(q, eJ, ) is a polynomial in q. Put 
&(t) := (A&J,(t)),, E qt, t-y(‘). 
(4) PJ) = &T(t) + c,;, c~,~(t)X~(t) with some CJ,K(~) E C[t, t-‘1 such that 
Q&(l) = qK(t+). 
(5) xJ>J, (r) = xi<- dim 0,, XJ,J,,;C’ with some XJ,J,,~ E @. 
3.5. Tables of XJ(i) (e_,ci,,). Here we use the following notation: 
bl, = (qU - l)/(q - 11, bl,! = Pl,Pl, .. blp [ ;I, = [qgf b] 1. 
4’ 
See Table 2 for J(i). 
3.5.1. (A~/+p_l,l’) with 1 < I’ 5 1”. 
XJ(i) (e.qiy ) = 
1’ _ i’ 
[ 1 II-i 4 (0 2 i’ _< i 5 I’) 
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3.5.2. (2A2,_I, I). 
xJ(i) (e.r(iq) = 
1 - i’ 
[ 1 l-i _4 (0 5 i’ 5 i 5 I) 
3.5.3. (I?,, 1) with I 2 3. 
XJ(i)(f?J(it)) = 1 (0 5 i’ 5 i 5 2) 
3.5.4. (Cl, 1) with I 2 2. [ 1 r*l 
XJ(i) (e_qiy 1 = 1 r+1 q2 if i e i’(2), 1 1 PA WI if i $ i’(2). q2 
(Here we always assume that (0 <_ i’ 5 i 5 I), and [x] denotes the largest in- 
teger not exceeding x.) 
3.5.5. (D,, 1) and (2D1, 1) with 1 2 4. 
xJ(i) (eJ(iq 1 = 
1 ifi 2 i’and(i, i’) # (1, 0), 
1 + Eq’-2 if (i, i’) = (1, 0), 
where E = +l (resp. E = -1) in the (Dl, l)-case (resp. (2Dr, l)-CaSe). 
3.5.6. (01, I) with 1 L 4. 
b(i)(eW)) = 
[i-i’] 
[ I [$_ il q2, (0 L 2’ I 2i 5 Z). 
3.5.7. (& 1). 
b(i) (eJ(i’)) = 
if i > i’and(i, i’) # (1, 0), 
+ q3 if (i, i’) = (1, 0). 
3.5.8. (ET, 7). 
1 + q4 + q* if (i, i’) = (1, 0) or (i, i’) = (2, 0), 
b(i)(eJ(it)) = 1 + q4 if (i, i’) = (2, l), 
1 if i > i’and (i, i’) # (1, 0), (2, 0), (2, 1). 
3.6. Indication of the actual calculation. Except for the cases (AI~+[L~, I’), 
(2A~~-rr I), (Cl, I) and (0, I), we can work out the procedure explained in (3.4) 
without difficulty. In the (A I,+[,,_I, I’)-case, we can construct a small resolution 
of each oJ(i) in the same way as in [4, (3.1)], and we get the result. In order to 
study the cases (2A2r_i, 1), (Cr, I) and (Dl,Z), we need to know CJ(i),J(i’) 
(cf. (3.4, (4))). Put t = ,&, and 
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p$7J71 := n pk + t-k), {q[pA~~dd := 
k E [a, 4 k+.$=odd (lk + c-k)’ 
{u}, := (t” - c-“)/(c - c-l), {a),! := w,wt . . {a>,, { ; }, := {qg! b},!. 
In the (2A2,_i, I)-case, CJ(~),JQ~) = al-i,/_;/ with 
[2i-j+l ,j],odd 
Qi,j = (2) f 
In the (Cr, Z)-case, cJ(i),J(i’) = a/-i. l-i’ with 
{2Jt- uU = 
{ 
Ii %q;~ >, if j is odd, 
f({2}j’-i.i-‘1{ii,}, + {2}~~i+1’i1{f~]},) ifj iseven. 
In the (D,, I)-case, cJ(i),J(i’) = a/-2;,1-2;! with 
Uzi,2j = {2}y-‘+l’j’ 2j i 2i 
{ I 
) 
t 
a2i+l,2j+l = I21 !1,u-2i-I]({ 2i/2i},1 + { &},,I. 
3.7. Remark. It is also possible to deduce (3.51) from [8, (lO.l)], and, (3.5.4) 
and (3.5.6) from [3, (15.4)]. 
4. FOURIER TRANSFORM OF XJ 1 UJ(E,J. 
In this section, we keep the notation and the assumption of $3, and we calculate 
the Fourier transform of XJ ) utp,~ using the method given in [4]. Here we ex- 
clude two cases (B,, 1) and (C,, I) from our consideration because they need a 
different technique. I want to discuss these excluded cases elsewhere. 
4.1. Fourier transformation. Let U’ be as in (1.4), which we shall naturally re- 
gard as a vector space defined over [F,, U” its dual, and () : Ulv x U’ + A’ 
the natural pairing. Fix a non-trivial additive character $ : F, -+ C”. For a 
function cp : U'(ff,) + C, define its Fourier transform _T(cp) : U'"(5,) + C by 
F’(cp)(v”) := CUE U’(IF,) cp(rJ)@((vV, u)). 
4.2. Functions Xi and A; v. Since we are excluding the cases (B,, 1) and (Cl, E), 
we can identify the image of ad : GI -+ GL( U') with that of Gr -+ GL( U’“) 
even in the case of small characteristic. Hence suitably identifying U' with U"', 
each GI-orbit 0; := 0~ n U' of U' can be identified with those of U'", which 
we shall denote by 0; “. Via such identification, we regard Xi = XJ 1 u~(~,) as a 
function on U"(F,), which we shall denote by XJ “. Cf. (1.4, (1)) and (1.4, (2)). 
Let 3 := J(Z) = {,Z(i)}i be as in (1.2). 
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4.3. Lemma. Let X be a variety over IF, and L: E D,b(X, a) a simple perverse 
sheaf whose support has a dense subvariety Z such that C 1 z = a[dim Z]. Then 
XEg,) T (--l)‘tr(Frob,,, H’(L[-dimz]),) N (qr)dims”ppL, 
4 
i.e., the ratio of both members tends to 1 when r -+ +ca. (Here supp L is the 
union of the supports of the cohomology sheaves H’(L).) 
The proof is immediate from the definition of pure perverse sheaf. 
4.4. Theorem. Excluding the cases (Bt, 1) and (Cl, I), but over an arbitrary$nite 
basefield, we have 
for 0 5 i < m : = lJ(Z)I - 1, where 
c = qtU for (A t~+t~t,l’) with 1’ 5 I”, 
c = (-l)“q’ for(*A2t_l,Z) with I > 1, 
c = q’-1 for (Dt, I), 
c = _qt-’ for (2Dt, I), 
c zz q” for (Dt, I), with even I, 
c = qt for (Dt, Z), with odd I, 
c = q8 for(E6, I), 
c = q9 for (ET, 7). 
Proof. By the same argument as in [4, 3.4-3.61, we get 
(1) F(XJ,i,) = CiX’yc,_i) with ci = 
(‘,j{iJ, ‘> 
“ycm-i) (O) ’ 
where (~1, ‘~2) = C UE U’(F,) (Pl(~)(P2(V). If 
(4 X’&,(O) = aqN + (lower terms of q), 
where a is a non-zero constant ‘independent of q’, then ci can be more easily 
calculated by the formula 
(3) 
because of (4.3). (I n order that the word ‘independent of q’ has a sense, it suf- 
fices to replace q with qMr+’ with a sufficiently divisible positive integer M and 
to consider the expression (2) for all r E Z >o in the same time.) Now the cal- 
culation is immediate. (See Table 2 for the dimension of OJ = Ptw_tPt/Pt. See 
(3.5) for the value of X’&+(O) = XJ(,_i)(eJco,).) Cl 
4.5. Corollary. Let pJ(i) be the characteristic function of O$(iI (F,), and ‘p;iJ the 
function on U’V([F,) which is identified with vJ(i) as in (4.2). Put 
A ‘= (XJ(i)(eY~,))O~i,j~m, 
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wherem = IJ(I)( - 1 an d eycjj is an element of OJ”cj, (5,). Then we have 
with the same c as in (4.4). 
4.6. Corollary. Assume the notation of (4.5). Then the values of F(pJ(m))(eycij) 
(0 5 i 5 m = lJ(Z)j - 1) aregiven asfollows. 
For (Ap+r~l, I’) with 1 5 1’ < I”, 
(_l)“q(C)(l _ ql”-“+I)(1 _ ql’-/‘+2). . . (1 _ 4111-i). 
For (2A~,-~, 11, 
(-l)‘q(l)(l +(-l)‘q)(l +(-l)‘q2)...(l+(-1)/q’-1). 
For (DI, l)and(2D1, 1) with I > 4, 
( 
&qld2(1 - q)(l -&q/-l) (i = 0), 
&q/-2( 1 - q) (i = l), 
cq 
I-2 (i = 2), 
where&= 1 for(D,,l)andE= -1 for(2D,,l) 
For (01, I) with 1 = 2m > 4, 
(-l)mq20;)(1 _ q)(l _ q3). _. (1 _ q2(m-+l) 
1 
For (Dr, 1) with 1 = 2m + 1 > 5, 
(-l)~q~G)(l _ q3)(l _ q5). (1 _ q2(~-i)+l) 1. 
For (E6r I), 
1 
q3(1 -q5)(1 -q8) (i=O), 
q3(l - q5) 
q3 
i’ I;;? 
’ > 
For (ET, 7), 
1 
-q”(l - q)(l - q5)(1 - q9) (i = 0), 
-q’2(1 - 4x1 - q5) (i = l), 
-q12(l - 4) 
_q’2 
i’ 1:;; 
1 . 
The above formulas can be obtained either by a direct calculation based on 
(4.5) or by using the technique given in [4, $41. 
4.7. Observation. There is an obvious pattern for the values of F(cpJ(,,,,)(ejvCi,) 
(0 < i I m) which enables us to deduce them from the values for i = 0. 
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Therefore let us look at the values of F((PJ(m))(e&J). We restrict ourselves to 
the untwisted cases (i.e., the cases except for (*Az,_i, I) and (*D[, 1)). In the 
case (X, ia) (= (A,t++i, I’), (Q, l), etc.), let 
b,(s) = fi (s + ckj) 
j=1 
be the b-function of the associated semi-invariant. (See [5] for the definition. In 
particular, if (GI, (I’) is a regular prehomogeneous vector space, this is equal 
to the b-function of the irreducible relative invariant.) Let us list d and 
{Q,:.. , ad} in this order. (Cf. [5].) 
d = 1’ (1, 2, a.‘, I’}, for (A,j+r,,-_i, r’) with I” > 1’ > 1. 
d=2, {1,1-l}, for(D,,l)withZ > 4. 
d = m, { 1, 3, . . . , 2m - l}, for (Dl, I) with I = 2m 2 4. 
d=m, (1, 3, ..., 2m- l}, for (01, I) with 1 = 2m + 1 2 5. 
d = 2, (1, 4}, for(&,l). 
d = 3, (1, 5, 9}, for(E7,7). 
Comparing the above table with (4.6), we get 
where c = dim OJcO) - dim OJ(i), i.e., the codimension of the complement of the 
open G,-orbit in U’. (Recall that (P~(,,,) is the characteristic function of the open 
orbit, and eV J(aJ is the origin of the vector space U’” .) 
4.8. Remark. The formulas in (4.5) and (4.6) are already obtained by Tsao [13], 
[14] by an elementary method. Therefore our result can be regarded as a geo- 
metric counterpart of the result of Tsao. 
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